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The Ryan family business has a reputation for 
quality products and high productivity. These 
features are the basis for the RYAN Tyne. 

The high-performance Ryan Tyne is versatile  
and can fit most toolbars with its multi-purpose 
tyne trip mount.

RYAN Tyne

The secret behind the 
RYAN Tyne – Strong 
and Versatile. 

@

4"x 3" 3"x 3" 3"x 3" diamondFits:  4"x 4"

BU
ILT IN

 RUBBER DAMPENER

The tyne has adjustable pressure from 400lb to 600lb, adjustable 
height positions, a self-cleaning edge-on shank, an edge-on rubber 
dampener, and a superior wide-pivot point. Notably, this pivot 
point boasts a 6"x1" area with a tapered head and nyloc nut.  
You can fit the trip with a single or two-bolt shank or double-disc.

Move over 
rubber wheels.  

We’re using the  
best technology to  
give farmers more 
productivity.

REVOLUTIONARY NO T ILL SYSTEM

Designed by Paul Ryan
q 0417 354 617        paul@ryannt.com.au        www.ryannt.com.au

TYNE WORKING VIDEO
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RYAN Double Disc

The RYAN Double discs, with its 4mm thick plates, allow you to plant 
early and without unnecessary clods. Your productivity will also increase 
as you can plant up to 50% faster, with up to a 50% reduction in fuel. 
Another significant advantage is the front seed boot design and tungsten 
scrapers, which minimise the risk of the seed tube plugging up. 

The RYAN Double Disc is a game-changing  
tool for retaining stubble without buying  
a new expensive planter. 

The discs offer a unique offset serrated and plain 
combination for ease of penetration and cutting  
of stubble.

Ideal for Pasture Seeding

Ideal in Stubble

DOUBLE CHUTE 
OPTIONAL

Revolutionary quick 
change double disc.

MODELS TO SUIT MOST AIRSEEDERS AND DRILLS

TW
O

 TAPERED BEARINGS

DISC WORKING VIDEO
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RYAN Coil Press Wheel

The unique self-cleaning and self-closing 
action of the coil wheel has made it a 
revolutionary Australian press wheel. 

The unique action of the coil system action enables 
superior germination by pressing out air from around the 
seed. The benefits of this action mean better seed to 
soil contact and no compaction. These press wheels stop 
plugging, which is a hassle commonly seen with rubber 
systems. The press wheel plate comes in a variety of  
hole patterns to suit most bearing and hub stud patterns.

Self-cleaning  
press wheel.

The RYAN Coil Press Wheel is answering 
challenges found when seeding. 

PRESS WHEEL WORKING VIDEO
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Gauge Wheels 
Farmers have tested the RYAN NT Coil Gauge Wheels  
in soils and conditions around the world. 

The wheels have been proven themselves in wet and dry situations 
and light and heavy stubbles. By using this system, you will have 
less downtime when planting.

Farmers can easily fit the Ryan NT Coil Wheel to their machine, which suits most disc 
planting units. The retrofit design means you can easily replace worn rubber gauge wheels 
using existing equipment and parts. The coils flex to allow mud to pass through, usually 
stopping a disc machine using conventional gauge wheels. The gauge wheels are spoked, 
further allowing mud to flow through in damp and sticky conditions. We have also 
narrowed the gauge wheel as wider gauge wheels often run on previous stubble rows.

 

 Closing Wheels 
The RYAN NT Closing Wheel is a proven  
retrofit upgrade for planters due to how  
well it self-cleans and closes furrows. 

These features eliminate air pockets and enhance seed-to-soil 
contact for even emergence and significant crop growth. 

The wheels have shown excellent results for many well-known models, including single 
discs seeders and double disc planters. The auger action of the coil compacts soil tight 
breaks down sidewall compaction and screws the slot closed for a better press than other 
systems on offer. Conventional rubber, spiked, or cast closing wheels can cause poor 
germination due to poor seed to soil contact or trench cracking.

The coil's material is spring steel, which means you no longer need to replace splitting 
or deteriorating rubber wheels. The design makes replacing worn cast or rubber closing 
wheels easy using your existing equipment and parts.

RYAN Coil Gauge 
& Closing Wheels

SINGLE & DOUBLE DISC

Move over 
rubber wheels.  

We’re using the  
best technology to  
give farmers more 
productivity.
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RYAN NT 
Closing 
Wheel

Std

REVOLUTIONARY NO T ILL SYSTEM

Designed by Paul Ryan
q 0417 354 617        paul@ryannt.com.au        www.ryannt.com.au

CLEAN GAUGE WHEEL  
(CENTRE)

GO TO WEBSITE

GAUGE WHEEL WORKING VIDEO

MODELS FOR 
SINGLE DISC 
SEEDERS AND 
DOUBLE DISC 

PLANTERS
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